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GAME OF PLEAS 

 An empirical analysis of the pleas raised in recent EU antitrust cases 

 

Propositions 

 The research that started with this thesis should be continued and future cases 

should be analyzed according to the categorization system developed and 

added to the statistics presented in this book. 

 The most successful pleas should be pleaded more often in future antitrust 

cases, if the factual situation of these cases allows for such a plea. 

 The least successful pleas should cease to be pleaded in future antitrust cases, 

unless these cases are based on an entirely different factual situation. 

 The pleas in the categories of this research, which only contain a very limited 

number of pleas, should be raised more often in future antitrust proceedings, 

if the factual situation of these cases allows for such a plea. 

 It would have been very useful for the purpose of this research, to have access 

to the party’s submissions as they contain the pleas originally raised by the 

parties, which form the basis of this research. 

 The European Commission should pay attention to certain specifically 

successful categories and adapt its approach in future administrative 

proceedings accordingly. 

 Programming courses should be obligatory courses in public schools. 

 Legal tech should continue to gain importance in the world of legal scholars 

and practitioners in the future.  

 Empirical studies, like the one undertaken in this research, are important to 

confirm the findings of theoretical studies. 

 Jack Nicholson, Gene Hackman and Marlon Brando are more useful for 

teachers, teaching English as a foreign language, nowadays than William 

Shakespeare, Edgar Allan Poe and Charles Dickens. 
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